
From:	Eric Marsh [ecmarsh@ctc.net]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 10:48 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Eric Marsh
575 Paulownia Drive
China Grove, NC 28023
From:	Joshua Grant [grant42057@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 10:47 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.



North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Joshua Grant
161 Water Tower Lane
Whittier, NC 28789
From:	Joshua Grant [grant42057@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 10:46 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400



local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Joshua Grant
161 Water Tower Lane
Whittier, NC 28789
From:	James Davidson [jimus888@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 10:45 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

James Davidson
136 Charlie Thompson Rd
Vilas, NC 28692
From:	Cheryl Kornegay [cckornegay@gmail.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 10:43 AM



To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Cheryl Kornegay
5005 Carolwood Ln
durham, NC 27713
From:	Brooke Kornegay [kornegayba@appstate.edu]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 10:39 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,



and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Brooke Kornegay
350 Locust Lane
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Philip Ghiotto [pghiotto@ghiotto.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 10:03 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like



never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Philip Ghiotto
1239 Little East Fork ROad
Canton, NC 28716
From:	Carl Sigel [cwsigel@aol.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 9:42 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Carl Sigel
11116 Bremerton Ct
Raleigh, NC 27613
From:	Jacob Crigler [criglerjf@gmail.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 9:31 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Jacob Crigler
506 Queen Street
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Kara Dodson [kara.m.dodson@gmail.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 9:27 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Kara Dodson
488 BB Queen St
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Erica Gunnison [therevolutoionhasbegun@gmail.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 9:14 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 



As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Erica Gunnison
100 Kentucky Dr
Apt A
Asheville, NC 28806
From:	William Van Hine [bill@avsalesandservice.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 9:11 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

William Van Hine
6001 Arcadia Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
From:	Beth Ghiotto [philghiotto@comcast.net]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 8:59 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Beth Ghiotto
1239 Little East Fork Rd.
Canton, NC 28716
From:	Mike Przykucki [aprzykucki@carolina.rr.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 7:54 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering



program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Mike Przykucki
10351 Kirkmont Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28269
From:	Jan and stu Omans [stunjan@gmail.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 7:38 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope



you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Jan and stu Omans
321 hwy 321 N
hwy321
Sugar Grove, NC 28679
From:	Candace L [Vt-cmonster@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Monday, May 12, 2014 12:59 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Candace L
Twisted oak
Durham, NC 27705
From:	James Schall [tchapi@icloud.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 11:22 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Please protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

James Schall
31 Elizabeth St
Asheville, NC 28801
From:	chris Hazynski [mchazy77@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 10:43 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by



reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

chris Hazynski
12 Cypress ct
Raleigh, NC 27511
From:	Cynthia Weeks [cweeks@ec.rr.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 10:38 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with



strong net metering.

Cynthia Weeks
2300 S. Lakeview Drive
Newport, NC 28570
From:	AE Houston [aehaeha@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 10:16 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Please Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

AE Houston
Hillsborough Ave.
Hillsborough, NC 27278
From:	Anna Saunders [annarosesaunders@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 8:44 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Anna Saunders
2525 Cambridge Road
Burlington, NC 27215
From:	Patricia Nielsen [tnielsen1@ec.rr.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 8:31 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 



Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Patricia Nielsen
614 Robert E Lee Drive
Wilmington, NC 28412
From:	Edward Preneta [eprejoe@aol.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 7:45 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.



Edward Preneta
45 Spring Hollow Lane
Fairview, NC 28730
From:	robert sondgerath [nobs@charter.net]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 7:44 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

robert sondgerath
33 baird st
asheville, NC 28801
From:	susan congelosi [susancong@aol.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 6:44 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:



We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

susan congelosi
2634 Payne Branch Rd
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
From:	Susan Yarnell [syarnell@earthlink.net]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 5:25 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private



investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Susan Yarnell
5722 Hideaway Dr
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
From:	John Freeze [jfreeze@triad.rr.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 4:56 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

John Freeze
648 Chaney Road



Asheboro, NC 27205
From:	Merritt Stone [merrittstone1@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 3:43 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Merritt Stone
1310 Harbour View Drive
Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948
From:	Darla Davis [d1162112@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 3:12 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.



North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Darla Davis
8205 Sandowne Ln
Huntersville, NC 28078
From:	Tish Wilson [323kdj37@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 2:34 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits



outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Tish Wilson
1020 Kirby Branch Road
Zionville, NC 28698
From:	Gladys Cattanach [c8a7t6@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 1:54 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Gladys Cattanach
221 Yorktown Rd.
Kernersville, NC 27284
From:	Gladys Cattanach [c8a7t6@hotmail.com]



Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 1:54 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Gladys Cattanach
221 Yorktown Rd.
Kernersville, NC 27284
From:	b ben [benadombm@appstate.edu]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 1:45 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar



power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

b ben
786 Crocker
b.r., NC 28605
From:	Matthew Myers [myersmj@appstate.edu]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 12:46 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,



rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Matthew Myers
105 sable dr. apt. 2
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Alex Smiley [apsjrs@msn.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 12:31 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Alex Smiley
2321 Greenway Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28204
From:	Kenneth A Byrd [kenbyrd917@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 12:27 PM
To:	Statements



Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Kenneth A Byrd
3300 Robin Hood Drive
Greensboro, NC 27408
From:	Carol Dugger [vcdugger@aol.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 11:52 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Carol Dugger
184 Robin Hood Road
Brevard, NC 28712
From:	Nick Pallotta [npallotta7@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 11:47 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 



As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Nick Pallotta
607 Willets Rd.
Sylva, NC 28779
From:	Carol Hay [cmhay.lessmess@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 11:23 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Carol Hay
3929-A Red Hawk Rd
Hillsb0rough, NC 27278
From:	Morgan Crawford [captainmorgan10@Hotmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 10:45 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Morgan Crawford
3101 sun dr
Raleigh, NC 27614
From:	Liz LaMuraglia [Melamag7@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 10:43 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering



program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Liz LaMuraglia
Poplar Hill Dr
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Brad Daniel [brad_daniel@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 9:45 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope



you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Brad Daniel
340 fox ridge circle
Lewisville, NC 27023
From:	Gideon Lance [glance93@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 9:38 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Gideon Lance
106 Shantercliff Place
Durham, NC 27712
From:	Judith Porter [jbarlowp@embarqmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 8:38 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Judith Porter
927 Mulberry Mill Road
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
From:	Rick Puhala [rpuhala@earthlink.net]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 8:32 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar



power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Rick Puhala
6207 Brook Shadow Dr
Greensboro, NC 27410
From:	Ruth Stambaugh [deemare@juno.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 8:15 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.



Ruth Stambaugh
93 Bird Creek Estate Rd
Black Mountain, NC 28711
From:	Bill Moore [barkleydog@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 7:50 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Bill Moore
166 Mamie Cook Rd
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Lee Baker [lbaker2@triad.rr.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 7:45 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:



We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Lee Baker
2506 Sylvan Road
Greensboro, NC 27403
From:	Liane Salgado [gamberster@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 7:30 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 



Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Liane Salgado
2514 Damascus Church Rd
Street Address 2
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
From:	Burt Aycock II [ebaycock@embarqmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 7:07 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.



Burt Aycock II
132 Longmedow Rd.
Greenville, NC 27858
From:	Jim Pinion [jimpinion@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 6:52 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

My own Utility Company Union Electric Membership Corporation has rules in place which have
effectively eliminated residential solar benefits for consumers. A look at the distribution of small
home power producers in the state will reflect regulations and local utility attempts to stifle
innovation. 

Distributed power production provides a buffer against frequent utility outages. My neighbors
know that when the power is out in their homes, power is available in mine.

The state should lead in this important field not try to hold onto the past. My Panels will never
pollute the atmosphere or our common water supply. The utilities are known to be unable to
contain their deadly toxins.

Please help Solar Power provide a clean and safe energy for North Carolina. The young solar



industry in North Carolina can provide jobs and stability into the future. No worries about fuel
prices causing price fluctuations. No worries about the coming carbon tax and environmental
damage from burning those fuels. 

Help our state lead not lag behind in energy. Support legislation which encourages local
distributed solar power production. Stop those interested only in profit above all from killing the
promise of solar energy.

Thanks for your time
Jim Pinion

Jim Pinion
2606 Love Mill Rd.
Stanfield, NC 28163
From:	Beth Darnell [bethdarnell@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 6:42 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Beth Darnell



367 Park Street
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Kevin O'Donnell [kodonnell@nc.rr.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 6:23 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Kevin O'Donnell
808 Ward St
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
From:	Joseph Gilmore [happyoxecu@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 3:05 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for



North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Joseph Gilmore
1434 nc hwy 105
Apt3
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Preston Brewer [preston2@breweremail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 1:53 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private



investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Preston Brewer
316 Oakhurst Rd
Statesville, NC 28677
From:	vesta burnett [OrganicHairDesign@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 1:32 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

vesta burnett
pob 2246



banner elk, NC 28604
From:	illiam Scott [whsawmill@gmail.com]
Sent:	Sunday, May 11, 2014 12:38 AM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

illiam Scott
1466 N US 1 Hwy
Rockingham, NC 28379
From:	Susan Lovejoy [ssnlvjy40@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 11:20 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.



North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Susan Lovejoy
8421 ramath
Charlotte, NC 28211
From:	Frank Lorch [franklorch@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 11:19 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits



outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Frank Lorch
1522 Lynway Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28203
From:	Randall Outland [outlandrd@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 11:17 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Randall Outland
54 Blink Bonny Dr
Waynesville, NC 28786
From:	Katherine Sparrow [kathyntb@bellsouth.net]



Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 11:14 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Katherine Sparrow
4788 Charlie Hipp Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28214
From:	Ruth Miller [ruthmiller@me.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 11:04 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar



power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Ruth Miller
1819 Billabong Lane
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
From:	charles jansen [chas.jansen@mtsu.edu]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:48 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,



rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

charles jansen
98 Dorchester Avenue
Asheville, NC 28806
From:	Chris Jude [vegbenz300@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:37 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Chris Jude
1109 Rock Rest Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312
From:	Paula Finck [finckpaula@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:34 PM
To:	Statements



Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Paula Finck
571 Bairds Creek Rd
Vilas, NC 28692
From:	Aaron Newlander [newly1@bellsouth.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:21 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Aaron Newlander
625 East Kingston Ave
Charlotte, NC 28203
From:	Charles Trebes [chazmtrebes@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:18 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians, like us, against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity
production and distribution by reducing the amount of credit that its customers receive on their
electricity bills for valuable solar electricity production. That would allow Duke get for free what
they in turn charge others for. It would allow Duke to rob individuals of a fair price on their
production. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,



rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Charles Trebes
409 S Church St
Forest City, NC 28043
From:	chuck lampley [lampley@bellsouth.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:09 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

chuck lampley
2911 laura
shelby, NC 28150
From:	Melanie Porter [melaniefoxfire@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 8:41 PM
To:	Statements



Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Melanie Porter
17020 Northstar Drive
Huntersville, NC 28078
From:	Larry Pendry [larry.pendry@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 8:32 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Larry Pendry
756 Welcome Home Church Road
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
From:	Deetra Thompson [deetra.thompson@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 8:19 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 



As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Deetra Thompson
643 Washington Street
Eden, NC 27288
From:	Christi Dillon [racegirl1971@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 8:00 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Christi Dillon
175 Forest Ridge Rd.
Mooresville, NC 28117
From:	Dan Clere [danielclere@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 7:46 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Dan Clere
232 Bent Creek Ranch Rd.
Asheville, NC 28806
From:	Miriam Sexton [miriamsexton@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 7:22 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering



program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Miriam Sexton
18 Cedarwood Trl
Asheville, NC 28803
From:	Judith Corvin-Blackburn [healingconcepts@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 7:20 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope



you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Judith Corvin-Blackburn
190 Iris Lane
Whittier, NC 28789
From:	Martha Spencer [spencer_martha@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 7:17 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Martha Spencer
988 Henry Mountain Road
Brevard, NC 28712
From:	Francis Penkava [fpenkava@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 7:14 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Francis Penkava
13820 Connnell Green Dr
Charlotte, NC 28213
From:	Beth Boyd [bethboyd1@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:40 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar



power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Beth Boyd
1455 Brookcrest Drive
Winston Salem, NC 27106 4366
From:	Robert Cherry [bcherry001@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:21 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

I am writing you to ask that you resist Duke Energy's attempts to weaken C credits to people
who produce excess energy with home solar systems. We need to encourage the use of
renewable energy sources rather than weaken them.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with



strong net metering.

Robert Cherry
301 Perkins St.
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Margaret JONES [TIPottery@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:13 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Margaret JONES
51 CEDAR CREEK RD
None
BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 28711
From:	D. Rex Miller [rexmiller@nwrha.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:08 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

D. Rex Miller
268 Appalachian Drive
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Christina Sherrill [dojaphunk@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:04 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar



power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Christina Sherrill
3107 McConnell Drive
Kernersville, NC 27284
From:	Peter Robbins [peter.robbins@hughes.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:03 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.



Peter Robbins
1168 Madison Heights Drive
Marshall, NC 28753
From:	Steve Farrell [ssf@ashevillearchitect.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 6:00 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Steve Farrell
179 South Dealno
Asheville, NC 28805
From:	Burnitt Bealle [bbealle@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:42 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:



We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Burnitt Bealle
440 Marshall View Court
Winston-Salem, NC 27101
From:	Cynthia Dunn [cadams18@triad.rr.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:39 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 



Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Cynthia Dunn
2411 Wynbrook Square Ct
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
From:	Matt Heath [Mattheath@comcast.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:35 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Matt Heath



664 buckskin hollow
Deep gap, NC 28618
From:	richard Haas [rhaas1006@mac.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:35 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

richard Haas
1006 Timbergrass Lane
Leland, NC 28451
From:	James Banks [jdrbanks@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:30 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for



North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

James Banks
272 Maple Ridge Dr.
Boone, NC 28607
From:	James Southerland [jhsoutherland@bellsouth.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:29 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

I, the undersigned, am a North Carolina electricity customers. I urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolina citizens and Duke cusomers deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power



plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

James Southerland
103 Moray Court
103 Moray Ct.
Cary, NC 27511
From:	bill bailey [billbailey@triad.rr.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:22 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

bill bailey
8175 bean acres road



belews creek, NC 27009
From:	Susan Keefe [susankeefe@bellsouth.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:19 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Susan Keefe
335 Laurel Park Rd
Post Office Box 949
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
From:	Dr Schwartz, MD [jamilas22@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 5:17 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for



North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Dr Schwartz, MD
16 Finalee Ave
Asheville, NC 28803
From:	Richard Fireman [firepeople@main.nc.us]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:57 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power



plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Richard Fireman
374 Laughing River Rd
374 Laughing River Road
Mars Hill, NC 28754
From:	Tom Byers [tbyersabc@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:54 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Tom Byers
467 Old Stone Gate Place



Asheville, NC 28804
From:	Walter Hewett [whewett1@ec.rr.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:44 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Walter Hewett
110 Abalone Drive
Wilmington, NC 28411
From:	Joy McConnell [joyelayne@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:41 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.



North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Joy McConnell
100 Gold Creek Crossing
Black Mountain, NC 28711
From:	Kevin Furr [riffmage@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:24 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits



outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Kevin Furr
306 N. E. Connector
Albemarle, NC 28001
From:	dennis lennert [artworkstudios@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:24 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

dennis lennert
globe rd
lenoir, NC 28645
From:	Warner Smith [smithwl_nc@hotmail.com]



Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:24 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Warner Smith
4815 Keats Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28212
From:	Rachel Simon [rachel.ellen.simon@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:20 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar



power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Rachel Simon
237 Queen St. #3
Apt. 3
Boone, NC 28607
From:	William & Margaret Holcomb [doslobos@charter.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 4:18 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400



local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

William & Margaret Holcomb
190 HAWKS' HAUNT LN
TRYON, NC 28782
From:	Brian Bobko [DeafByMetal@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:58 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Brian Bobko
100 Country Lane
Stantonsburg, NC 27883
From:	Pat Holmes [mtnimager@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:57 PM



To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Pat Holmes
409 Tom Shook Road
BANNER ELK, NC 28607
From:	Todd Lee [stkman3@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:56 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,



and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Todd Lee
23 Gentlebreeze Lane
Asheville, NC 28805
From:	Lynn MacDougall-fleming [Greenthumb2@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:50 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like



never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Lynn MacDougall-fleming
7201 trail rd.
Concord, NC 28027
From:	Harold Brokaw [cicada@buncombe.main.nc.us]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:50 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Harold Brokaw
362 London Rd.
Asheville, NC 28803
From:	Eddie Knight [carolina_express@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:45 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Eddie Knight
301 Jones Lake Road
Reidsville, NC 27320
From:	Lisa Sherman [l.sherman@btopenworld.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:34 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Lisa Sherman
186 Cisco Road
Asheville, NC 28805
From:	Doug Wingeier [dcwing@main.nc.us]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:33 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 



As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Doug Wingeier
266 Merrimon Ave.
Asheville, NC 28801
From:	joel gamble [jericgamble@earthlink.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:28 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

joel gamble
3384 highway 150
Reidsville, NC 27320
From:	Alice Patterson [alicecongerpatterson@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:28 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Alice Patterson
5084 Bunch Road
Summerfield, NC 27358
From:	mark byington [markb@byingtonla.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:26 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by



reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

mark byington
188 Dug Hill Trail
Tryon, NC 28782
From:	Pam McNally [pamanded@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:25 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with



strong net metering.

Pam McNally
1974 Windswept Ridge Road
Marshall, NC 28753
From:	jak brewer [jakboxers@skybest.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:21 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

jak brewer
1114 rich mt. rd.
zionville, NC 28698
From:	Celina Szymanski [cski1025@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:18 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Celina Szymanski
161 Alexander Drive
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Paul Prince [paul.anthony_p@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:12 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 



Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Paul Prince
708 Tilden Rd
Charlotte, NC 28214
From:	Dennis Keeney [spitfirebsa@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:12 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.



Dennis Keeney
292 Smith Cemetery Rd
Banner Elk, NC 28604
From:	STEPHEN HOFSTATTER [shofstatter@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:08 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

STEPHEN HOFSTATTER
1816 Park Rd
Charlotte, NC 28203
From:	William Fisk [fiskw@bellsouth.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:08 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:



We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

William Fisk
125 Chimney Glen Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28739
From:	Richard & Mary Gray [grayro@appstate.edu]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 3:04 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers and generators of solar electric
power from a rooftop system we just installed in December.  We are outraged that Duke Energy
-- the very company that gave us coal-ash pollution of the Dan river -- now wants to weaken
rooftop solar rights.  We urge you to stand strong for North Carolinians like us against Duke
Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar



power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Richard & Mary Gray
283 Westbrook
Boone, NC 28607
From:	Hal Trufan [htrufan@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:59 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.



Hal Trufan
6808 Old Forge Dr
Charlotte, NC 28226
From:	William Gupton [wmgupton@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:57 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

William Gupton
6725 Morganford Road
6725 Morganford Road
Charlotte, NC 28211
From:	William & Barbara Cunningham [Bcunningster@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:55 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.  Hasn't Duke Power done enough damage to our beautiful State?

William & Barbara Cunningham
1550 Old Town Way
Hendersonville, NC 28739
From:	Barbara Coulson [dixiespal@aol.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:50 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

Unless we take steps soon to stop the worst impacts of unfettered climate excesses that could
devastate the American, and indeed the world, economy, we must stop efforts to sabotage the
alternative energy industries that seem to be our only hope to mitigate climate change.
Therefore we, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand
strong for North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar
rights. Where better to have electricity generated   and used close to the source rather than an
outdated electric grid that is inefficient and expensive, losing many units of electricity as it travels
miles across this failing grid?
North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before.  I have had solar hot water for 7 years and, while I don't generate enough to sell
back to the utility, I fully support those who can.

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.  It';s time to move into the 21st century with electic generation.

Barbara Coulson
1001 Reems Cove Rd.
Marshall, NC 28753
From:	David Teague [davteague@juno.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:43 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like



never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

David Teague
PO BOX 951
(4925 Old Belews Creek Rd.)
Walkertown, NC 27051
From:	Dwight Morris [ravnstar@hotmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:41 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Dwight Morris
PO Box 1208
Smithfield, NC 27577
From:	Sharon Whitmore [sharonwhitmore1@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:39 PM
To:	Statements



Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Sharon Whitmore
7500 New Sharon Church Rd
Rougemont, NC 27572
From:	Lee Johnson [papajay1227@netzero.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:37 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Lee Johnson
579 Sassarixa Tr
Four Oaks, NC 27524
From:	Alan Field [spark@mac.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:35 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 



As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Alan Field
1414 North Gregson Street
Durham, NC 27701
From:	Mickie Price [mickbillprice@charter.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:34 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Mickie Price
11 Locust Road
3350 Land Harbor
Newland, NC 28657
From:	Mickie Price [mickbillprice@charter.net]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:34 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Mickie Price
11 Locust Road
3350 Land Harbor
Newland, NC 28657
From:	Stephanie Phillippi [stephanie.phillippi@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:31 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 



Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Stephanie Phillippi
101 Dove St
Carrboro, NC 27510
From:	Katie Harris [katie@enf.org]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:31 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 



As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Katie Harris
165 Settlement Road
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768
From:	Steve Copulsky [scopulsky@mindspring.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:28 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Steve Copulsky
6614 Lynn Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28226
From:	Tom Alligood [tom@albaresources.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:28 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Tom Alligood
11949 Pinnacle Point Lane
Charlotte, NC 28216
From:	Pamela Johnston [rinchen.johnston@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:27 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering



program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Pamela Johnston
2015 Coweeta Church Road
Otto, NC 28763
From:	Cindy Yates [yatescp2002@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:27 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope



you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Cindy Yates
105 Linville Dr
Castle Hayne, NC 28429
From:	Carol Hoke [carolhoke08@gmail.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:24 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

Carol Hoke
19th Ave. Cir. NE
Rosman
Hickory, NC 28601
From:	LouAnn Kindlund [Jaelmom@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:21 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)



Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering
program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

LouAnn Kindlund
4390 Ebert Rd
4390 Ebert Rd
Winston Salem, NC 27127
From:	David Brewer [sixfootgroove@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Saturday, May 10, 2014 2:20 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Protect net metering and solar energy in N.C. (Docket E-100 Sub 83)

Dear North Carolina Utilities Commission:

We, the undersigned, are North Carolina electricity customers. We urge you to stand strong for
North Carolinians like us against Duke Energy's attempts to weaken rooftop solar rights.

North Carolina ranks among our nation's top solar states, but unlike other leaders, that solar
power is overwhelmingly in the hands of the utility rather than the rooftops of homes, schools,
and businesses. 

Now Duke Energy has publicly stated that it wants to weaken North Carolina's net metering



program for rooftop solar. The utility is working to keep its own monopoly grip on electricity by
reducing the amount of credit that its customer receive on their electricity bills for valuable solar
power. North Carolinians deserve better. 

Rooftop solar power delivers numerous economic and health benefits to North Carolina. Private
investment in local power reduces the need for expensive and polluting conventional power
plants and transmission infrastructure. Recent analysis found that these direct grid benefits
outweigh the costs by 30 percent. The state's growing solar industry supports more than 2,400
local jobs throughout the state, nearly doubling last year alone. And, perhaps most importantly,
rooftop solar gives North Carolinians control over their electricity bills and energy resources like
never before. 

As Duke Energy takes its fight against rooftop solar rights to the Utilities Commission, we hope
you'll stand strong for North Carolinians and do what you can to keep rooftop solar shining with
strong net metering.

David Brewer
686 Church Road
Boone
Boone, NC 28607
From:	John Pope [gnosis123@yahoo.com]
Sent:	Friday, May 09, 2014 5:21 PM
To:	Statements
Subject:	Docket E-100, Sub 83: Net metering

To the chief clerk of the commission:

I am a North Carolina homeowner who invested in solar panels for my home two years ago.
Although I am not currently net metering, I want very much to preserve the option to do so. I
therefore do NOT support changes that would make net metering more onerous or more
expensive, and urge you to reject any such changes.

Sincerely,
John Pope


